Practicums and Internships at the Science Spectrum
If you would like more information on practicums and internships contact Andrea Crafton at (806) 745-2525 ext. 243 or at andrea@sciencespectrum.org

Butterflies Alive! March 5th- June 12th!

Experience what it’s like to work in a non-profit museum! Be a part of the Science Spectrum team, as we bring back the popular traveling exhibit, Butterflies Alive! This huge indoor tropical garden houses hundreds of freely-flying native and exotic butterflies. We’ll need some enthusiastic helpers to work with kids and be a part of the exhibit. Help with tours as interpretive guides by educating groups and field trips about butterflies and the exhibit. Spend time in the interactive education area by engaging kids in education with hands-on activities, games, and puzzles related to butterflies, bugs, and gardens. Be a part of the process of developing educational curriculum and programs. Don’t miss out on unique and rewarding opportunity to give back to the Lubbock community!